Say It With Lights!
The Solution for Your Holidays 2012

Commercial
& Residential

CUSTOM DESIGNS
INSTALLATION
TAKE-DOWN
STORAGE
The vision to provide premier holiday lighting products unparalleled in quality and innovation was developed in Omaha, Nebraska when entrepreneur Travis Freeman founded Brite Ideas Decorating, Inc.

With a commitment towards creating unique and durable holiday lights, Brite Ideas Decorating products are displayed nationwide. The product line expands and quality continues to grow in order to satisfy the needs of our customers and distributors alike.

www.sayitwithlights.com
LED vs. Incandescent Holiday Lighting

**LED**
- Light Emitting Diode (LED):
  - Energy: use 1/10 the energy consumption compared to standard incandescent mini light bulbs (a single string of 100 LED bulbs requires 50 watts of electricity per hour)
  - Durability: 10,000 plus hours of continuous bulb life
  - Safety: cool temperature of bulbs keeps lighting safe to use inside and out
  - Bulbs: the epoxy lenses are virtually indestructible
  - Application: up to 20 strands of 70-100 lights can be connected end-to-end without over-loading fuses located in the strands
  - Lamp Replacement: parallel wiring means that if a bulb does burn out, the other bulbs will stay lit

**LED AVAILABLE IN:**
- Linkables
- Starbursts
- Wreaths
- Garland
- Holiday Displays
- Animated Displays
- Cherry Blossom Trees
  - Lights: C9, C7 & G32 Raspberry Strawberry Mini Concave

**INCANDESCENT**
- Conventional holiday lights (Incandescent):
  - Energy use: min./max. use 1/10 the energy consumption of standard G9/12 bulbs (a single string of 100 conventional incandescent bulbs requires 500 watts of electricity per hour)
  - Durability: up to 3,000 hours burn life
  - Safety: bulbs tend to get warm after a long period of time
  - Bulbs: glass bulbs
  - Application: up to 600 lights can be connected end-to-end without over-loading fuses located in the strands
  - Lamp Replacement: if a bulb does burn out, use our light testing unit (p.37) to locate and replace the bad bulb

**REPLACEABLE BULBS INCANDESCENT AVAILABLE IN:**
- Linkables
- Starbursts
- Wreaths
- Garland
- Holiday Displays
- Animated Displays
  - Lights: C9, C7, G32, C9 Mini

---

Make your ideas come to life!
We also offer custom manufactured pieces.
CALL TODAY!
888.200.5131
LED Linkables – Steel Frames

A. LED STAR LINKABLE - LED-SS44BW
   44” Across, 9 Bulbs, Blue & White
B. LED STAR LINKABLE - LED-SS44RG
   44” Across, 9 Bulbs, Red & Green
C. LED STAR LINKABLE - LED-SS44RW
   44” Across, 9 Bulbs, Red & White
D. LED BOW W/ GARLAND SWAG LINKABLE
   LED-8G4W / 8G4C (incandescent)
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, Red & Green
E. LED BOW W/ GARLAND SWAG LINKABLE
   LED-8G4W / 8G4C (incandescent)
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, Red & White
F. LED BOW, GARLAND SWAG, BOW END PIECE LINKABLE
   LED-8BN4W / 8BN4R / 8BN4G (incandescent)
   54” Across, 70 Bulbs, Red & Green
G. LED BOW, GARLAND SWAG, BOW END PIECE LINKABLE
   LED-8BN4W / 8BN4R / 8BN4G (incandescent)
   54” Across, 70 Bulbs, Red & White
H. LED HOLLY W/ BERRY LINKABLE - LED-HG44
   44” Across, 6 Bulbs, Red & Green (Aluminum)
I. LED HARD CANDY LINKABLE - LED-HC44
   44” Across, 90 Bulbs, Red & White

J. LED PEPPERMINT STICK LINKABLE
   LED-PS44W / LED-PS44G (incandescent)
   44” Across, 45 Bulbs, White
   LED-PS44BW - 44” Across, 45 Bulbs, Warm White
K. LED PEPPERMINT STICK LINKABLE - LED-PS44RG
   44” Across, 45 Bulbs, Red & Green
L. LED PEPPERMINT STICK LINKABLE - LED-PS44
   44” Across, 45 Bulbs, Red & Green
M. LED ORNAMENT LINKABLE - LED-ORN4
   44” Across, 5 Ornaments. Does not come with bulbs (see pg. 42)
N. LED SWAG LINKABLE
   LED-SW4W / LED-SW4G (incandescent)
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, Red & White

A. LED ICICLE LINKABLE - LED-IC44W
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, White
B. LED ICICLE LINKABLE - LED-IC44G
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, Green
C. LED ICICLE LINKABLE - LED-IC44B
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, Blue
D. LED SNOWFLAKE LINKABLE - LED-SF44W
   44” Across, 50 Bulbs, White

LED Linkables – Steel Freestyle Frames

Stainless Steel Hardware, Fits on 3mm Bolt

NEW

JOY IS CREATING TRADITIONS

Steel Freestyle Frames rotate easily when necessary. Link together 20-50 LED Linkables.
GLISTEN UP WITH DESIGN COMBINATIONS
Mix your Linkable selections. It's a great way to put a unique design twist on your home this season.

Combine LINKABLES with lifeguards and Stabunits for a completely unique design.

* LED & Insulated can not be linked together.

Joy is Giving Thanks

- A. BOW - LED-B022
  23" x 22.5" - 50 Bulbs
- B. GIFT BOX (V or H) - LED-GB43
  43" x 22.5" - 100 Bulbs
- C. GIFT BOX - LED-GB22W/RB White bow, Red bow
  26" x 15" - 50 Bulbs
- D. GIFT BOX - LED-GB22G/BG Blue bow, Green bow
  26" x 15" - 50 Bulbs
- E. GIFT BOX - LED-GB22G/BG Green box, Red bow
  26" x 15" - 50 Bulbs
- F. 3-D GIFT BOX - LED-GB3D
  39" x 49" - 150 Bulbs
- G. CHRISTMAS TREE WITH BERRIES
  LED-CTB92 - 1 Felt: 82" x 25" - 100 Bulbs
Christmas Displays

A. SANTA IN SLEIGH  
   CS40 - Incandescent  
   LED-CS40  
   64" x 72", 350 Bulbs

B. REINDEER  
   RD90 - Incandescent  
   LED-RD90  
   69" x 61", 170 Bulbs

C. REINDEER LEAPING  
   RD100 - Incandescent  
   LED-RD100  
   68" x 48", 150 Bulbs

D. POINSETTIA (LARGE) - LED-PT60  
   59" x 45", 206 Bulbs

E. POINSETTIA (SMALL)  
   SMP30-INCANDESCENT / LED-SMP30  
   30" x 28", 150 Bulbs

F. CANDY CANE w/ BOW - LED-CG50  
   67" x 59", 150 Bulbs

G. LED WREATH WITH BOW - LED-WRB200  
   46" x 42", 200 Bulbs

H. LED HOLLY w/ BERRIES - LED-HB3  
   30" x 26", 150 Bulbs

A. DOUBLE CANDY CANES w/ BOW - LED-CGB200  
   42" x 44", 260 Bulbs

B. CANDY CANE - LED-CC48  
   CC48 (Incandescent)  
   48" x 12", 50 Bulbs

C. HARD CANDY PEPPERMINT - LED-HC1  
   26.5" x 12", 51 Bulbs

D. ROUND ORNAMENT - LED-OR30  
   24" x 18", 50 Bulbs

E. TWIST DROP ORNAMENT - LED-OR31  
   24" x 16", 50 Bulbs

F. ONION ORNAMENT - LED-OR32  
   24" x 18", 50 Bulbs

G. EMPTY STOCKING - LED-STE50  
   25" x 15", 50 Bulbs

H. LARGE STOCKING WITH TOYS - LED-SXL150  
   44" x 20", 150 Bulbs
A. LED SNOWMAN - LED-SM50
   56" x 38", 150 Bulbs

B. LED SNOWMAN BABY - LED-SMB50
   48" x 34", 100 Bulbs

C. LED TOY SOLDIER (SMALL) - LED-TSSM55
   65" x 14", 150 Bulbs

D. LED TOY SOLDIER (LARGE) - LED-TSL540
   67" x 45", 220 Bulbs

E. LED UPRIGHT BULB DISPLAY - LED-UB40
   48" x 32", 160 Bulbs

F. DOVE - LED-DV40WW
   35" x 38", 150 Bulbs

G. WISEMEN (Set Of Three) - LED-WM58 / WM3S (Incandescent)
   - LED-WM12 / WM122: 84" x 52", 400 Bulbs
   - LED-VM52 / WM522: 50" x 29", 105 Bulbs
   - LED-WM52 / WM52: 41" x 37", 150 Bulbs

H. LAMB - LED-LAMB35
   34" x 38", 100 Bulbs

I. NATIVITY SCENE HUT - LED-NSHUT
   77" x 44", 340 Bulbs

J. NATIVITY SCENE (Set of Three) - LED-NS40 / NS40 (Incandescent)
   - Mary: 46" x 38", 150 Bulbs
   - Baby Jesus: 27" x 30", 30 Bulbs
   - Joseph: 51" x 36", 160 Bulbs

K. BETHLEHEM STAR - LED-BS60WW
   45" x 36", 100 Bulbs (Warm White)

L. ANGEL - LED-AN40WW / AN40 (Incandescent)
   52" x 39", 200 Bulbs (Warm White)

M. DREIDEL - LED-DRADELD50
   52" x 15", 50 Bulbs

N. MENORAH - LED-MRN200
   52" x 15", 100 Bulbs

O. STAR OF DAVID - LED-SD132
   52" x 23", 100 Bulbs
DREAMING OF A WHITE CHRISTMAS

A. SCROLL DEER BUCK - LED-SDB
48" x 24", 260 Bulbs - White

B. SCROLL DEER DOE - LED-SDD
48" x 24", 260 Bulbs - White

C. SCROLL WREATH - LED-SW42W
42", 260 Bulbs - White

D. SCROLL WREATH - LED-SW42GB
42", 260 Bulbs - White

E. SMALL SCROLL GIFT BOX - LED-SGBS
20" x 30", 80 Bulbs - White

F. LARGE SCROLL GIFT BOX - LED-SGB
30" x 30", 100 Bulbs - White

A. SNOWFLAKE 1 - LED-SF1
23" x 24", 100 Bulbs - White

B. SNOWFLAKE 2 - LED-SF2
23" x 24", 100 Bulbs - White

C. SNOWFLAKE 3 - LED-SF3
23" x 24", 100 Bulbs - White

D. SNOWFLAKE
LED-SF24W: 30" x 30", 56 Bulbs - White
LED-SF24W: 30" x 30", 56 Bulbs - Warm White
SF24: 30" x 30", 55 Bulbs - Incandescent

E. STAR - ST25
27" x 26", 50 Bulbs - White

F. LED STAR DECO - LED-STDEC140
35" x 35", 140 Bulbs - White

G. LED TREE DECO
LED-TD126L: 72" x 49", 260 Bulbs - Blue
LED-TD126S: 72" x 49", 260 Bulbs - Green
LED-TD126R: 72", 140", 260 Bulbs - Red
LED-TD126W: 72", 140", 260 Bulbs - White
**LET IT GLOW**

- **LED TRAIN SET** (Set of Three)
  - LED-TC03: Includes
  - TRAIN CABOOSE - LED-TC03-3
    - 65" x 79", 410 Bulbs
  - TRAIN CAR WITH GIFTS - LED-TC03-2
    - 51" x 57", 260 Bulbs
  - TRAIN ENGINE - LED-TC03-1
    - 53" x 90", 350 Bulbs

- **LED BLINKING BELLS w/ Holly** - LED-BBH50
  - 54" x 47", 200 Bulbs

- **LED SANTA ON A MOTORCYCLE** - LED-MTC80
  - 62" x 60", 650 Bulbs

**OH WHAT FUN**

- **LED ELF GOLING** - LEDGLE40
  - 59" x 52", 350 Bulbs

- **LED GOLING SANTA (with flag)** - LED-GS72
  - 87" x 81", 220 Bulbs
  - Flag 64" x 42", 75 Bulbs

- **LED ELF TENDING FLAG** - LED-ET40
  - 59" x 48", 350 Bulbs

- **LED RUNNING SANTA SCENE** (Set of Four)
  - LED-RB40S: Includes
    - SANTA IN BLEGH - LED-BS40
      - 84" x 72", 450 Bulbs
    - SANTA WITH BAG - LED-SB40
      - 83" x 52", 250 Bulbs
    - SANTA WITH BAG - LED-SB40
      - 83" x 52", 350 Bulbs
    - SANTA IN CHIMNEY - LED-SC40
      - 78" x 48", 370 Bulbs
Ghoulish Halloween Displays

A. LED SPIDER w/ CORNER WEB - LED-WSPD250
   42" x 28", 250 Bulbs
B. LED GHOST - LED-GS30
   60" x 38", 150 Bulbs
C. LED BAT - LED-BT40
   43" x 68", 200 Bulbs
D. LED WITCH - LED-WT40
   62" x 42", 250 Bulbs
E. LED BLACK CAT - LED-BC40
   44" x 38", 150 Bulbs
F. LED PUMPKIN PATCH - LED-PPATCH
   159" x 64", 50 Bulbs

D. LED JACK-O-LANTERN - LED-PK50
   43" x 36", 156 Bulbs
E. LED DANCING SKELETON - LED-DS78
   79" x 36", 306 Bulbs
F. LED CEMETARY FENCE - LED-HWCMFNC
   82" x 49", 384 Bulbs
Lights for Every Season

We offer an original look for your seasonal decorating needs. Vibrant, long lasting colors that grab attention and encourage the holiday spirit. Use for special events, accent lighting, patios, decks, gazebos, seasonal decorating, and more!

A. LED AMERICAN FLAG - LED-AF40
   21" x 38", 165 Bulbs
B. LED TURKEY - LED-TK40
   47" x 47", 200 Bulbs
C. LED SCARECROW - LED-SAREC
   56" x 39", 270 Bulbs
D. LED CROSSES
   LED-CVL69 - (Large) 69" x 42", 185 Bulbs
   LED-CRS48 - (Small) 48" x 27", 135 Bulbs
E. LED DOUBLE HEART - LED-HRD40
   26" x 27", 50 Bulbs
F. LED HEART - LED-HR40
   24" x 33", 50 Bulbs

Celebrate with Specialty Displays

A. LED EASTER EGG
   LED-EE40 - (Large) 22" x 18.5", 50 Bulbs
   LED-EE25 - (Small) 15" x 12", 25 Bulbs
B. LED BREAST CANCER RIBBON
   LED-RIBPKL - (Large) 22" x 37", 78 Bulbs
   LED-RIBPKS - (Small) 15" x 24", 44 Bulbs
C. LED SHAMROCK
   LED-SN40 - (Large) 30" x 27", 50 Bulbs
   LED-SN28 - (Small) 14" x 12", 25 Bulbs
D. LED CROSSES
   LED-CVL69 - (Large) 69" x 42", 185 Bulbs
   LED-CRS48 - (Small) 48" x 27", 135 Bulbs
E. LED DOUBLE HEART - LED-HRD40
   26" x 27", 50 Bulbs
F. LED HEART - LED-HR40
   24" x 33", 50 Bulbs
Twinkle

Our LED Stars will lighten the dark of any night. Choose one or mix and match designs to create a dazzling display suitable for different holidays. All commercial displays are built with 3/4" aluminum square tubing frame for increased durability.

A. LED Commercial Star Cluster - LED-CMSTRCLST
   26" x 72", 172 Bulbs - White

B. LED Commercial Shooting Star - LED-CMSTRSHOOT
   31" x 96", 234 Bulbs - White

C. LED Commercial Star Spray - LED-CMSTRSPRY
   120" x 58", 276 Bulbs - White

Little Star

A. LED 3D Pivoting Star - LED-STD3DP
   24" x 24", 120 Bulbs - White

B. LED Star Banner - LED-STRBAN
   86" x 47", 262 Bulbs - White

C. LED 3 Shooting Stars - LED-STRSHOOT
   47" x 52", 250 Bulbs - White

D. LED 3/5 Point Collapse Star - LED-CMSTR5
   72" x 72", 312 - 37 Bulbs - White
Deck The Walls WITH Greeting Displays

Merry Christmas
Peace
Happy Holidays
Jesus

A. LED MERRY CHRISTMAS
   LED-MC240R (Red)
   LED-MC240G (Green)
   LED-MC240W (White)
   32" x 174", 335 Bulbs

B. LED PEACE
   LED-PG159W (White)
   LED-PG159W (White Warm)
   31.5" x 61.5", 150 Bulbs

C. LED JESUS - LED-JS24 (Gold)
   48" x 68", 150 Bulbs

D. LED HAPPY HOLIDAYS
   LED-HH40 (White): 32" x 174", 335 Bulbs
   LED-HH40R (Red): 32" x 174", 335 Bulbs
   LED-HH40W (White Warm): 32" x 174", 335 Bulbs
   HH40 (Incandescent): 32" x 174", 335 Bulbs

E. LED 30° Sphere
   LED-SP30DR (Red): 30" x 140 Bulbs
   LED-SP30GR (Green): 30" x 140 Bulbs
   LED-SP30W (White): 30" x 140 Bulbs
   LED-SP30WW (Warm White): 30" x 140 Bulbs

F. LED 20° Sphere
   LED-SP20DR (Red): 20" x 90 Bulbs
   LED-SP20GR (Green): 20" x 90 Bulbs
   LED-SP20W (White): 20" x 90 Bulbs
   LED-SP20WW (Warm White): 20" x 90 Bulbs

LED 12° Sphere (Not Shown)
   LED-SP12R (Red): 12" x 50 Bulbs
   LED-SP12G (Green): 12" x 50 Bulbs
   LED-SP12W (White): 12" x 50 Bulbs
   LED-SP12WW (Warm White): 12" x 50 Bulbs

* Spheres Collapse Flat For Easy Storage
Cherry Blossom Trees make the ambiance of any room: change the look and feel of your space without changing anything else. Experience a new atmosphere by choosing a Cherry Blossom Tree.

COLORS AVAILABLE:
- Blue, Green, Pink, Purple, Red, White, Warm White & Yellow, RGB (Red, Green, Blue) Color Changing

A. 14’ x 10’ CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE
   TCB141 - 6132 Bulbs
   TCB141RGB (Red, Green, Blue) - 20,735 Bulbs
   Gradually Changes Colors

B. 9’ x 6’ CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE
   TCB9G - 648 Bulbs
   TCB9RGB (Red, Green & Blue) - 1920 Bulbs
   Gradually Changes Colors

C. 32’ x 32’ CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE
   TCB321 - 196 Bulbs
   TCB32RGB (Red, Green & Blue) - 518 Bulbs
   Gradually Changes Colors

D. 16’ x 20’ CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE
   TCB162 - 645 Bulbs
   TCB16RGB (Red, Green & Blue) - 1920 Bulbs
   Gradually Changes Colors

Very Merry
Very Merry

Luminescent Cherry Blossom Ceiling Trees will set just the right mood for your party indoors or out. Uplift your spirits with the energy of lighting.

A. 60” x 60” Cherry Blossom Ceiling Trees
   TH-CEILING BL (Blue) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING GR (Green) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING PK (Purple) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING RD (Red) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING WK (White) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING WY (Warm White) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING WLT (Yellow) - 648 Bulbs
   TH-CEILING RGB (Red, Green & Blue) - 1512 Bulbs
   Oversized Changeable Colors

Willow Trees

Willow Trees can make any space the place to be, a vision of beauty and elegance. Convey a sense of intimate, relaxing comfort to your atmosphere.

A. 9’ x 6’ Willow Tree
   TWL09 BL (Blue) - 1590 Bulbs
   TWL09 GR (Green) - 1590 Bulbs
   TWL09 PK (Purple) - 1590 Bulbs
   TWL09 WK (White) - 1590 Bulbs
   TWL09 WY (Warm White) - 1590 Bulbs
   TWL09 RGB (Red, Green & Blue) - 4740 Bulbs
   Over sized Changeable Colors
# Sierra Wreaths

**Lighting With Style**

Wreath sizes are measured from tips of greenery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Type</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>48°</th>
<th>60°</th>
<th>72°</th>
<th>84°</th>
<th>108°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCANDESCENT MINI</td>
<td>30W/CCL – Clear</td>
<td>60W/CCL – Clear</td>
<td>72W/CCL – Clear</td>
<td>84W/CCL – Clear</td>
<td>108W/CCL – Clear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED CONCAVE (5mm)</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>72°</td>
<td>84°</td>
<td>108°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED VELVET BOWS</td>
<td>24”</td>
<td>18”</td>
<td>16”</td>
<td>14”</td>
<td>12”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24” Length</td>
<td>4 Loop, Red Bow</td>
<td>4 Loop, Red Bow</td>
<td>4 Loop, Red &amp; Gold Bow</td>
<td>4 Loop, Red &amp; Gold Bow</td>
<td>4 Loop, Red &amp; Gold Bow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LED Concave**

9 ft. Sierra Fir Garland, 100 Bulbs

- LED-5GWB – White
- LED-5GWB – Ice Blue
- LED-5GWB – Green
- LED-5GWB – Multi
- LED-5GWB – Red
- LED-5GWB – Red & Green
- LED-5GWB – Warm White

**Incandescent**

9 ft. Sierra Fir Garland, 100 Bulbs

- 95GCL – Clear
- 95GWW – Multi
- 95GWW – Warm White

**Red Velvet Bows**

Brent24R – 24”, 4 Loop, Red Bow
Brent18R – 18”, 7 Loop, Red Bow
Brent16R – 16”, 9 Loop, Red & Gold Bow
Estate Collection

Welcome your guests with inviting pre-decorated Estate Collection greenery. The pine foliage is decorated with evergreen leaves, holly with berries and a generous distribution of LED warm white concave lights. The product line is completely weather proof. Battery operated items have a timer, which means less hassle for the homeowner!

**ESTATE**

A. 9' Garland  
   LED-9EGWGC - 100-Warm White Bulbs, AC Powered

B. 36" Lawn Stake Tree with Stand  
   LED-36LTEB - 150-Warm White Bulbs, Battery  
   LED-36LTECD - 150-Warm White Bulbs, AC Powered

C. 48" Wreath  
   LED-48WRECD - 150-Warm White Bulbs, AC Powered

D. Arrangement with Container  
   LED-40CFEB - 40", 150-Warm White, Battery  
   LED-40CFECDC - 40", 150-Warm White AC Powered  
   LED-40CFEB - 40", 200-Warm White, Battery  
   LED-40CFECDC - 40", 200-Warm White AC Powered

E. 30" Wreath  
   LED-30WRECD - 100-Warm White, Battery  
   LED-30WRECD - 100-Warm White, AC Powered

F. 36" Mailbox Swag  
   LED-36MSEB - 70-Warm White Bulbs, Battery Powered

G. 48" Potted Tree  
   LED-48PTECD - 100-Warm White, Battery  
   LED-48PTECD - 100-Warm White AC Powered

**BATTERY OPERATED**

Select items of the Estate, and White Pine collections are available battery operated.

- Quick-closing clips on battery cover
- Runs for 28 days on four "D" batteries (two for smaller items)
- Twinkle or Steady switch
- Entire battery pack zip-ties easily to frame of wreaths for a hidden install
- Timer function - Once turned on, it will run for 6 hours then turn off for 18 hours, every 24 hours
- Rubber gasket around battery cover makes a watertight seal
- No tools needed
White Pine Collection

The bountiful display of pinecones, LED concave and raspberry lights will welcome the fall and continue the invitation of old man winter. The White Pine Collection is another decorated line that will cheer up any decor!

**WHITE PINE**

- **A.** 36” Vertical Swag
  - LED-36SWWPB - 63-Warm White Concave and Red Raspberry Bulbs, AC Powered

- **B.** 30” Arrangement with Container
  - LED-30CFWPB - 30”, 115-Warm White Concave and Red Raspberry Bulbs, Battery Powered
  - LED-30CFWPCD - 30”, 115-Warm White Concave and Red Raspberry Bulbs, AC Powered

- **C.** 30” Wreath
  - LED-30WRWPB - 63-Warm White Concave and Red Raspberry Bulbs, Battery
  - LED-30WRWPCD - 63-Warm White Concave and Red Raspberry Bulbs, AC Powered

**HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS**

- **A.** 30” Wreath
  - LED-30WRHHC - 100-Warm White Bulbs

- **B.** 7.5’ Tree
  - LED-75HTWWC - 700-Warm White Bulbs

Dazzle your guests this season and welcome them “Home for the Holidays.” This whimsical line offers creativity with a splash of sparkles and color. The pine foliage is decorated with gold and red ornaments, glitter berry garland, wire-rimmed bows, and a generous distribution of LED warm white concave lights. It is sure to liven up any decor!

**SHAKE to SHAPE**

Save yourself the time and hassle with one of these pre-lit evergreen trees. Simply plug them in and they are ready for your decorative touch.

- **C.** Shake to Shape Spruce
  - LED-35STRWWC - 7.5’ Spruce Tree, 500 Bulbs

- **D.** Shake to Shape Fir
  - LED-35CFWWC - 7.5’ Fir Tree, 500 Bulbs

READY TO DISPLAY
Giant Sierra Panel Trees
14ft to 75ft

Our steel-frame trees are constructed of corrosion-resistant materials and have been designed to stack inside of each other for ease of storage. The foliage is UV treated for exterior use.

Ready to Display

Brite Ideas decorating

Decorate Your Holidays

Kissing Balls
Decorated Kissing Balls
LED-MP20BALL - 20", 50-Watt White Bulbs, AC Powered
LED-MP26BALL - 26", 50-Watt White Bulbs, AC Powered
LED Christmas Lights have now surpassed incandescent light sets in sales and popularity. With lower energy usage, vibrant, non-fade colors, and the ability to plug dozens of sets together in a single run, LED light sets are the top choice for Christmas enthusiasts around the world as well as professional Christmas installers. Choose from a wide variety of lens designs and bulb configurations.

**A. LED MINI - 35 ft., 70 bulbs**
LED-70WH, White

**B. LED REPLACEMENT BULBS**
- LED-78AM, Amber
- LED-78BL, Blue
- LED-78GR, Green
- LED-78RD, Red
- LED-78W, White
- LED-78WW, Warm White

**C. LED RASPBERRY - 35 ft., 70 bulbs**
LED-778, Blue
LED-7789, Gold
LED-7789, Green
LED-7789, Multi
LED-7789, Red
LED-7789, Red/Green
LED-7789W, Red/White
LED-7789W, White

**D. LED STRAWBERRY - 35 ft., 70 bulbs**
LED-7790, Ice Blue
LED-7790, Blue
LED-7790, Green
LED-7790, Multi
LED-7790, Red
LED-7790W, White
LED-7790WW, Warm White

**E. LED CONCAVE - 144M, 35 ft., 70 bulbs**
LED-7800, Ice Blue
LED-7800, Blue
LED-7800, Green
LED-7800, Multi
LED-7800, Red
LED-7800, Red/Green
LED-7800W, Red/White/Blue
LED-7800W, White
LED-7800W, Warm White
LED-7800W, Warm White/Ice Blue

**INCADESCENT MINI**
22'-47', 50-100 Bulbs
- 108GRC, Clear
- 108GRR, Green Cord, Red
- 108GRL, Green Cord, Blue
- 108GRC, Clear
- 108GRR, Green Cord, Red
- 108GRL, Green Cord, Blue
- 108GRC, Clear
- 108GRR, Green Cord, Red
- 108GRL, Green Cord, Blue

**INCADESCENT REPLACEMENT BULBS**
With 20 Fuses
- RBF100CL, Clear
- RBF100GR, Green
- RBF100BR, Red
- RBF100W, Warm White

**LED RAIN LIGHTS - 30”**
LED-RAIN30L, Blue
LED-RAIN30R, Green
LED-RAIN30C, Red
LED-RAIN30W, White

**Merry And Bright**
G32, C7 & C9 Lights

We offer a great selection of C9 bulbs, including single-color and multicolor sets of the nostalgic ceramic, transparent, and opaque varieties to lighten up your holiday celebrations this year. Bulbs are sold separately from the lightline so that you can personalize your bulb type and color scheme this holiday season or any occasion.

FLOODS of LIGHT

High quality LED arrays combined with a high efficiency driver, providing a great wall wash solution that is energy saving and maintenance free. From facade structures to landscapes, IP65s Wall Washer generates dynamic wash lighting effects. The IP65 features a compact linear shape built with high power LEDs. The built-in mounting/rotating gears ease the installation and enable a wide rotary angle (up to 180°). The IP65 is the right solution for outdoor applications to light up mansions, theaters, casinos, gardens, bridges, shopping centers, theme parks, entertainment plazas etc. The possibilities are endless!

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS: Building facade lighting (grazing lighting, flooding lighting, washing lighting) for mansions, theaters, casinos, bridges, hotels and shopping centers; indoor wash lighting for special events, concerts, clubs, hotels, theaters; Landscape lighting for gardens, theme parks and entertainment plazas.

LED WALL WASHERS
LED-WALL, Blue
LED-WALL, Green
LED-WALL, Purple
LED-WALL, Red
LED-WALL, White
LED-WALL, Warm White
LED-WALL, Yellow
LED-WALL, Color Changing (Red, Green, Blue)

Manually Controlled or Controlled with DMX Controller

Rotates up to 180°
**Linkable Necessities**

Using the proper hardware will stabilize your holiday displays through treacherous winter weather.

- **GABLE CLIPS - GC100**

**Lights & Linkables**

- **Spiral Clips - SPCLIP**
- **Cable Tie - 7"**
  - Black - C502, White - C502W
- **PushMount - PMNT25 - 1/4"**
- **All-In-One Clips - ALLCLIP**
- **Permanent Linkable Hooks w/Screws**
  - Brown - LH31, Stainless Steel - LH32, White - LH34
- **Multi-Purpose Adhesive - E6000**
- **Shingle Tabs - STCLIP**
- **Parapet Clips - PPCCLIP**
- **C7/C9 Socket Caps - C7C90C**
- **Black-Out Caps - BCCAPS**
- **Linkable (with Glitter Glue) Glitter Hook - LH000G**
Now is the Time!
Make Your Holidays Beautiful. Call Your Lighting Experts Today!